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SafeGuard

VetSpace SafeGuard
Secure Backup and Recovery Services

Introducing SafeGuard, a fully managed secure backup, storage
and recovery service from Vet Space.

Because Prevention is Better than Cure
A modern Veterinary Practice is totally dependent
upon electronic data for the delivery of business
operations. A loss of data as a result of natural
disaster, cyber attack, human error or malicious
activity can have a catastrophic effective on
the business, effecting profitability and patient
confidence. In a recent case, where a Practice
saw its entire database corrupted and had no
backup, it took a full year for the business to
recover its data, losing almost all its profit during
the period.
A Simple, Secure, Managed Solution
Vet Space SafeGuard Secure Backup, Storage
and Recovery Services offers three factor
storage with active monitoring, management and
automatic data recovery. A three factor solution
provides the optimum blend of security, speed of
access and storage fees.

Archive Cloud Storage
For archiving of large amounts of data that is
be rarely used we have selected an alternative
cost-effective Cloud storage; Amazon Glacier.
Security levels are still high but slower data
recovery times, lower the fees.
Local Onsite Storage
Using an Onsite NAS drive Vet Space SafeGuard
can create a local copy of backed up files for
rapid recovery. Containing your most critical data
the NAS drive can be prioritised for recovery in
the event of a data loss.
With Vet Space SafeGuard secure backup,
storage and recovery service, Veterinary
Practices save on storage costs while
having all files monitored, protected
and available to recover as required.

Instant Cloud Storage
Vet Space SafeGuard Instant Cloud Storage
features robust and scalable cloud storage
based on secure and reliable Amazon web
servers. This premium storage solution provides
on demand access to your most critical data.
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Choose a Bespoke Solution

The Common Causes of Data Loss

Vet Space SafeGuard offers two levels of secure
backup, storage and recovery. Both are a fully
managed service which includes:
Backup, Storage
and Recovery
Services

SafeGuard
Platinum
Three Factor
Solution

SafeGuard
Gold Two
Factor
Solution

Automated Backup
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Instant Cloud Storage

Archive Cloud Storage
On Site Storage
24/7 monitoring
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12/5 monitoring

Data Encryption
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Data Recovery SLA
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Data Centre Class Security ✓

✓

Central management
console

✓
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Remote Recovery

Data Backup Needn’t be Difficult
Secure data backup and storage simply hasn’t
been a business priority for many Veterinary
Practices. Therefore, it can simply fall through the
cracks, until disaster strikes. Running a locally
managed backup, storage and recovery solution
is possible but it is an additional work-stream for
the Practice team requiring:
• A dedicated resource and business
process for backups
• Planning to cover variable shift patterns
and rotating key holders
• Risk planning and disaster recovery protocols
• Awareness of the data architecture and
backup solutions
• Constant oversight to check backups
run successfully
However, with Vet Space SafeGuard, secure
backup, storage and recovery is managed
for you, freeing up your team to focus on the
Practice. Think of backup and recovery as you
would a business insurance and SafeGuard
yourself in the event of a problem.
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Flood, Theft and Human Error
The physical loss of PC’s and servers through
natural disaster is an ever present threat for a
Veterinary Practice. Thankfully fires are extremely
rare, however water leak or spillage is one of the
most common causes of damage to IT hardware.
Hardware theft is an ever present threat, as is the
loss of hardware, especially laptops by human
error. Of the worst security breaches 50% in the
year were caused by in-advertent human error.
This was up from 31% a year ago.
Cyber Attack
According to the UK Governments 2015
Information Security Breaches Survey, data loss
is costing the UK Economy £34 billion a year.
As large corporates wise up and improve their
security, Hackers are increasingly targeting
smaller businesses. In 2015, over half of small
business suffered some form of Cyber attack
resulting in costs of between £75k - £311k to a
business. These figures make a case for both
increased Network Security and an effective
backup, storage and recovery solutions.
Don’t wait until disaster strikes to implement a
backup and recovery solution. Let Vet Space
SafeGuard your data, so you can focus upon
running a successful Veterinary Practice, safe
in the knowledge that your files are securely
backed up and protected.

SafeGuard your Practice Data Today
Please call 0845 2000 725 or email
safeguard@vetspace.com to request
a discussion on Vet Space SafeGuard
secure backup, storage and recovery
service. We can advise on which
solution may suit your needs and
provide a written proposal.
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